Michael McKibben? ---- American Intelligence? ---- HELLlllooooo!

By Anna Von Reitz

I have been reading and listening to Michael McKibben's reports from American Intelligence Media--- and wondering: when are you guys going to connect the rest of the dots? HELLlllooooo!

The Federal United States Government that we are owed was moth-balled and has been “held in abeyance” since the 1860’s. We were never taught this or told this, and so never provided the opportunity to correct it.

Instead, the British-controlled Territorial United States substituted itself and its own “State of State” franchises for our States of America. This is well-documented ---through deliberately not well-known. The Usurpers and Interlopers acting in Gross Breach of Trust did not intend that the American People should know.

As a result, we’ve had a British cuckoo in our American eagle's nest, exercising the Delegated Powers---- including running our United States Patent and Trademark Office and our United States Copyright Office, too.

They have then promoted: (1) theft of intellectual property; (2) insider trading based on the theft and commandeering of intellectual property; (3) patenting of criminal processes; (4) allocation of roles and duties in criminal processes so as to compromise all players and assure a form of “mutually assured destruction” if any institution wishes to withdraw from these insidious systems; (5) control grids and parameters designed to control patents and trademarks and copyrights for the benefit of the vicious criminals who have master-minded these schemes.

We have plenty of evidence of exactly how this has been done, who did it, when, why, and in their own words--- how. We have placed liens on thousands of these illegal, immoral, and unlawful patents and trademarks as a first step toward prosecution of the individuals and corporations responsible.

So there you have the "connection" between Sir Geoffrey Pattie and SERCO and the role of the Privvy Council in this entire mess and the history behind it, too, all neatly rolled up, tied with a bow, and delivered to you. Please do not wonder aloud anymore about "how" Britain is involved in our Patent Office, nor by what (purloined) authority it has insinuated itself, nor for how long.

They've been sitting at the front desk of our Patent Office like Gringold's Goblins for 150 years, cheating and secretively stealing and promoting institutionalized crime and using the American Patent Office to stage all this dirty work so that we would be blamed for their misdeeds.

This is not the first time we have broken this story and explained the historical chicanery and Gross Breach of Trust giving rise to the phenomenon that you are also now covering. Check out our UCC-1 Financing Statement and Lien, 2017-019295-1, Recording District 500, October 24, 2017, in which we established international agricultural liens on 226 pages worth of these bogus criminal patents, trademarks, and copyrights that should have never been allowed.
Those 226 pages establish claims against thousands of the worst patents, but it is still just a drop in the bucket compared to the clean up and clear out necessary. The liens make it harder to transfer or profit from these ill-gotten and ill-conceived IP property assets, but what is necessary is a staged shut down of the US Patent and Trademark Office, with a new, clean American-controlled organization handling new patents and trademarks, while a forensic audit is conducted to clean up and weed out the vast bulk of existing patents and shut down the institutionalized crime syndicates that have been insured and promoted via the misuse and abuse of our USPTO and US Copyright Office.
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